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Abstract This paper describes a tool prototype named as Land Use Change Explorer, which was developed to allow different users to generate "GKD process tracking” (discovering land use change patterns) and “GKD process steering" (understanding uncertainty in these patterns as the process unfolds). The Land Use Change Explorer was implemented based on the GeoInsignt approach, previously described in Wachowicz (2001). From a system perspective, the prototype allows users to perform a series of steps of a GKD process, from selecting appropriate data sets and proper visual representations to visualizing land use change information and data mining results. From a user perspective, the abductive mode of reasoning is supported by distinguishing two types of users. They represent two stakeholders: an agricultural policy maker and an urban planner.



Introduction The main goal of a Geographic Knowledge Discovery (GKD) process is to identify, associate, and understand interesting and unanticipated spatio-temporal patterns in very large data sets that can be used to infer the location, identity, and relationships among spatial objects and events. Every GKD process has its unique goals and characteristics, to which interaction forms and visual representations need to be tailored according to specific user needs for the exploration, synthesis, confirmation, or presentation of spatio-temporal patterns. As with any knowledge discovery process, GKD is characterized as a multi-step process in which data mining plays a central role (Fayyad et al. 1996). Data mining refers to the application of algorithms for uncovering patterns in very large databases. Data mining techniques have been developed to perform tasks such as segmentation (clustering, classification), dependency analysis, deviation/outlier analysis, and trend detection (Miller and Han 2001). Mining for spatial dependency involves finding patterns in the form of rules to predict the value of some attribute based on the value of other attributes, taking into account that the values of attributes of nearby spatial objects tend to systematically affect each other (Chawla et al. 2001). For example, we may be interested in describing a given area by finding association rules among zones of metropolitan influence on the land market; since they reflect differences in the market status of the land due to its present land uses. On the other hand, mining for temporal dependency involves finding meaningful time-related rules such as the valid time periods during which association rules hold, or the discovery of certain periodicity that association rules have. Roddick and Spiliopoulou (1999) provide a useful bibliography review of spatio-temporal data mining research. Traditional spatial analysis tools are inadequate for handling the increasing data availability and the complexity of mining spatio-temporal patterns within a GKD process. Geographic Knowledge Discovery represents an important research direction in the development of new generation of spatial analysis tools. Some attempts on developing methods an associated tools for a GKD process have already shown how difficult is to make use of appropriate interaction forms, visual representations and
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mining tasks in order to allow users to dynamically construct geographic knowledge. Adrienko and Adrienko (1999) have shown the use of dynamic and interactive cartographic representations by different users who are allowed to generate on-the-fly maps according to their individual cognitive abilities and understanding of the problem domain. Another example is the development of taxonomy of GKD operations to facilitate a GKD process for clustering time-series data (MacEachren et al. 1999, Wachowicz 2001). The outcomes have shown the potential role of these operations in “process tracking” (using visual operations that display key aspects of the process as it unfolds) and “process steering” (using mining operations of a GKD process as it unfolds, thus changing outcomes on the fly). The development of methods and tools for supporting a GKD process has introduced new problems resulting from the complexity of the process of exploring data in space and time. From a system perspective, the issues are related to effectively support user-data interactions in both spatial and temporal domains, as well as the development of useful interface metaphors that can support interactive visual representations and data mining tasks in order to amplify user cognition. From a user perspective, the main issue is to make a GKD process very flexible and facilitate intuitive exploration of spatio-temporal patterns using very large data sets. In the next section, a geographic knowledge construction process is proposed for creating a dynamic process of finding, relating, and interpreting interesting, meaningful, and unanticipated patterns in large environmental data sets. The goal is to develop a conceptualisation of a geographic knowledge construction process that involves scientists achieving insight about spatio-temporal patterns that facilitate the understanding of land use changes and their corresponding pattern-process relation in the real world. In the following sections, the Land Use Change Explorer is described for illustrating how GKD can be applied to uncovering patterns in land use changes. The main concepts of multi-agent systems are also described and the advantages of using them to support a GKD process are discussed. Multi-agent systems offer a promising way to access and use various types of distributed data and to provide multiple geoprocessing services and GIS functionalities or other analytical tools such as image processing and spatial statistical analysis. Finally, some specific underlying research issues are described, with particular emphasis on how these relate to further development of the prototype.



The Geographic Knowledge Process A GKD process has the primary goal of identifying, associating, and understanding interesting and unanticipated patterns in data that can be used to infer the location, identity, and relationships among geophysical phenomena. It is a complex process and researchers have recognized the important role of different types of inferences accordingly to what do we want to infer (that is, the location, changes, attributes, identity, or relationships among entities). Inference can be interpreted in a variety of logical ways (Harman 1965). However, only two conditions are present in all and every logical account of explanation. The first one attempts to capture the condition that background theory does not explain observations, which may be a novel phenomenon, or they may actually puzzle the theory. The second condition makes an explanation needed to account for the observations (Hempel 1965). These explanations may have various forms: facts, rules, or even theories. Explanatory reasoning is triggered by a surprising phenomenon in need of explanation. On the basis of these conditions, a taxonomy of different modes of reasoning can be defined as being the abductive, inductive, and deductive mode of reasoning. In the abductive mode of reasoning, a GKD process involves the search for common attributes among a set of objects, and then the arrangement of these objects into classes, clusters, or patterns according to a meaningful partioning criteria, model or rule. An object can be a physical feature (stream-flow measured at irregularly-spaced Gauging stations), an abstract feature (precipitation deficit – the deviations from climate means) or an event (climate observations over a period of time). The focus is on exploring statistical approaches (probability distributions, hypothesis generation, model estimation and scoring) for performing the task of extracting classes, clusters or patterns from a data set (Hosking et al., 1997). Although statistics does not provide all the answers, statistical approaches offer a useful and practical framework for supporting the abductive mode of reasoning (Glymour et al., 1997). For instance, unsupervised methods that are used to uncover unknown spatio-temporal patterns in large environmental data sets. The best-known effort is AutoClass (Stutz and Cheeseman, 1994), a public
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domain software package that provides unsupervised classification based upon Bayesian belief network (casual theory). In the inductive mode of reasoning, a GKD process is based on learning as the reduction of uncertainty in knowledge. Several techniques have been developed in the field of Machine Learning, such as rule induction, neural networks, genetic algorithms, case-based learning and analytical learning (theorem proving). Many techniques partition the target data set into as many regions as there are classes by using some kind of discriminant function, for example, a posterior probability or linear discriminant functions. These techniques provide a data fit, in the sense that the main goal is to generate explicit knowledge describing the data, often called concept hierarchies and rules. Data Surveyor (Holsheimer et al., 1996), DBMiner (Han et al., 1996), and its geographic extension GeoMiner (Han et al., 1997) are some examples of interactive tools using extended database query language operations to select data and generate concept hierarchies directly within a database. They have also implemented roll-up (progressive generalization) and drill-down (progressive specialization) operations to navigate within different levels of a concept hierarchy. These operations allow users to examine the finer levels of a concept hierarchy only when it is necessary. Summarized tables, charts, and maps are also employed to create "snapshots" of concept hierarchies. The deduction mode of reasoning should always be considered as a human-centered process, in which users can dynamically interact with the system and take their analysis decisions at this last stage of a GKD process. Mainly because we are always interested in the accurate description of data sets, the exploration of patterns and relationships in such data, and the explanation of such patterns and relationships. Deduction can only be applied when objects, categories, or relationships have already been defined. It usually forms the basis of most inferential analysis and modeling because it can be verified straightforward. For example, expert systems tend to be deductive whereas decision trees use inductive learning (Simoudis et al., 1996).



The Land Use Change Explorer: a Prototype Although there are over 200 mining tools currently available in the public domain (see www.kdnuggets.com/software), several barriers must be overcome in order to apply them to a GKD process. One major barrier is related to data issues. Environmental data sets are usually collected for multi-purpose use having different spatial and temporal scales, accuracy, and taxonomies. This reality coincides with an exponential increase in digital data generated by Earth Observation Systems. For example, the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) developed for global remote sensing of clouds, aerosols, water vapor, land, and ocean properties provides 1.29 Gbytes per hour. Another barrier is related to the development of a full range of conceptual, logical, and physical models of spatio-temporal objects in GKD. The research challenges in this area are quite extensive and they represent the majority of new applications of GKD in the future, such as the studies on global change, natural hazards, and terrestrial ecology. Space and time are to be jointly treated because when a concept hierarchy or a rule is simultaneously seen in space and time, they inevitably expose relations that cannot be traced if the hierarchy is arranged into abstraction levels and drawn out of its space-time context.



The Multi-Agent Architecture Having these research challenges in mind, we have been working on the development and implementation of the Land Use Change Explorer Tool. The prototype was implemented using a MultiAgent System (MAS) model based on a client/server architecture. At the server side, different resources are available such as different land use databases, land use change rules (evolution rules), data mining algorithms and GIS functionalities. The client side consists of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows users to connect and apply the resources available at the server side. The MAS is able to receive the request from the client, connect to the server to perform the operations using the required resource, and present the results back to the GUI. If we put all these components together as displayed in Figure 1, MAS can be considered as the key technology for the support of a GKD process. In this research, the definition from Wooldridge (1999) is used to define an agent as a computer system that is situated in some environment, and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives. Based on this definition, we can see that the key problem in using agents is that of deciding which of its actions it should perform in order to meet its
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design objectives. The agent sensory can insert different inputs from the environment and can produce output actions that affect the environment. In our prototype, an agent will not have full control of its environments. The agent has partial control over the environment in that it can influence it. This means the same action performed twice in the same environment may have entirely different effects. Server Resources



Client Multi-Agents



Databases Request



GIS



Reply Rules Expertise



Data Mining



Figure 1 - The client-server architecture for the Land Use Change Explorer tool Multi-agent systems offer a promising and innovative way to understand, manage and use distributed large-scale, dynamic and heterogeneous computing and information systems (Weiss 1999). As computer and computer applications become more and more powerful and more tightly linked to each other via networks and with humans through user-interface, it becomes more and more decentralised and its component acts more and more like “elements”. Multi-agent systems offer a way to couple all these “elements” by building a sophisticated interactive system to act intelligently and rationally as a whole. They also offer an interesting way for human-computer interaction in the field of GIS. Current GIS systems are by no means user-friendly. The intense analytical procedures and operations required by an application make it difficult for those users who are non-GIS professionals. In our prototype, a multi-agent system makes the interaction between users and GIS easier in that agents can do the complex procedures and operations. This is illustrated by the concept ‘Proactiveness’ in the definition of intelligent agents by Weiss (1999), which means they are able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the initiative in order to satisfy its design objectives. Java programming language was used for the implementation of the GUI for the Land Use Change Explorer (http://jave.sun.com). The Bee-gent system was selected for the MAS implementation (http://www2.toshiba.co.jp/beegent/index.htm). The system is composed of two types of agents: the agent wrapper, which wrappers local functions that can be client application or server resource utility, and the mediation agent that migrates around the network and perform tasks by interacting with the agent wrapper. Both the mediation agent and the agent wrapper can communicate via the Agent Communication Language, which allows the processing by inferring the intention of the requirements of different agents or request information to them. ArcSDE was used for performing the GIS functionalities since includes a Java ODE application programming interface that extends ArcInfo in cross-platform applications (http://www.esri.com). And finally, the SGI Mine Set data mining tool was used to perform the data mining operations (http://www.sgi.com) In the Land Use Change Explorer, the agents can: - Interact with the users and incorporate users preferences into a GKD process; - Perform queries related to land use changes; - Display different visual representations of land use change patterns; - Assist the user in the different steps of a GKD process (select a data set selection, perform data transformation, selection of a data mining task and the respective data mining algorithm, a GIS function or query); - Provide reliability information of land use change patterns to a specific user; - Hide cumbersome operations from users.
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The Abductive Mode of Reasoning The prototype supports the abductive mode of reasoning in a GKD process by providing for the adoption of existing or non-existing hypothesis for an explanation of a given observation of a land use type (for example, urban and rural), in which the explanation is usually represented as different visual displays of land use change patterns or scale selection. At global scale the GKD process will focus on finding changes only at the super-classes level. At local scale, the GKD process will use the data available at class level and sub-class level. Users can decide about which scale is more appropriate to explore land use change, since patterns are scale dependent. Abduction is flexible because is not restricted to using existing patterns but instead free to create new patterns that help to explain the data. Abduction is the most flexible inference mode because it requires neither the target nor the hypothesis to be pre-defined. It is therefore, highly suited for the initial exploratory phase, especially if little is known concerning the structures in the data. The prototype has also included the description of the background knowledge that human experts have in order to support the abductive mode of reasoning. Perhaps the single most important factor that sets the GKD process proposed in this paper apart from other processes is the connection to the user (expert) as a rich source of interpretation for the uncovered pattern, thus opening the way for the abductive reasoning to take place. Therefore, the agents are capable of identifying the type of the user based on an a-priori knowledge background. In our prototype, once the agent has identified the type of a user as agriculture policy maker or urban planner, different menus will pop up correspondingly (see Figure 3 and 4).



The Interface Six interface metaphors compose the Land Use Change Explorer: the menu bar, database panel, map information panel, more information panel, status panel and the map window (Figure 2). The Menu Bar provides the following functionalities: -



-



-



Database selection. It allows the user to select the databases available at the server. In this prototype, two types of land use databases are available with information about land use in the Netherlands over the last 10 years. User identification. Once the agent has identified the type of a user as agriculture policy maker or urban planner, different menus will pop up correspondingly (see Figure 3 and 4). Scale selection. At global scale the GKD process focuses on finding changes only at the super-classes level. At local scale, the GKD process uses the data available at class level and sub-class level. Users can decide about which scale is more appropriate to explore land use change, since patterns are scale dependent.



Figure 2 - An example of the GUI implemented for the Land Use Change Explorer
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The Database Panel informs the user what are the "activated" data sets, which are being used in the GKD process. The panel allows the user to select the years for the analysis at any time. The Map Information Panel provides the user with the selection of the area of interest (using nation and city parameters) and the land use type(s) of interest. All the land use types, which exist in the selected time series, will be displayed in the Map Window and the GKD process will be carried out using the selected land use types. The More Information Panel is mainly used to assist the user in the GKD operations such as the formulation of a query, GIS functionality, or data mining operation. There are three buttons: - ‘show info table’ button that will trigger an agent to provide available information available about land use; - the 'show change pattern’ button that will trigger an agent to compute and visualize the discovered patterns in the Map Window; and - the ‘reliable change’ button that will trigger an agent to compute and visualize the uncertainty of land use change patterns. The Status Bar informs the user about the background situation, such as ‘ArcInfo is doing analysis operation’, ‘Interface is displaying map, please wait…’ and so on. Once an agent has identified the type of the user, the Agricultural Land Use Change Explorer will be activated for presenting agricultural land use change to agriculture policy makers (See Figure 3). The main metaphors of this interface are the mapping window in the middle and the query formulation panel at the bottom-right side. The mapping window is divided into two parts in order to compare different changes. Query formulation panel provides information about spatial and thematic changes and their respective reliability.



Figure 3 - Agriculture Land Use Change Explorer at global scale The Urban Land Use Change Explorer (Figure 4) is used to present land use changes that have occurred within an urban area. Therefore, according to the urban planner experience, a specific land use database is used to find land use change patterns. The design of this interface is similar to Agriculture Land Use Change Explorer but much simpler due to preferences of the urban planner. Stakeholders’ perspectives were embedded in the GKD process from the selection of suitable data source, mining technique for the change analysis and visualization technique for the land use change patterns.
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Figure 4 - The Urban Land Use Change Explorer at local scale



Conclusions and Future Directions An important conclusion gained in carrying out the implementation is that for multi-agent systems to couple different applications as a whole, these applications must be “open”. This is the concept of “open system” in “Open GIS”. The applications must provide a common “interface” for the multi-agent system to access. In the implementation stage of this research, only ArcInfo ODE was used. In principle, other geoprocessing services and analytical tools can be added to the prototype and function in parallel with ArcInfo ODE. Recommended issues for further study may include adding more components to the agent architecture, and integrate them as a whole. in this case, these interactions In our current prototype, all user-data interactions in both spatial and temporal domains, as well as the interface metaphors developed for the support of visual representations (categorical maps) and data mining tasks actually assume the presence of relational models for the land use databases. As advanced database systems, such as object oriented, deductive, and activate databases are being developed for GIS; methods and tools for supporting a GKD process need to be extended. Therefore, our next step is to look at how geographic knowledge can be mined from these databases. A key related research issue is the design of a spatio-temporal mining query language that could be supported by the Graphical User Interface and make the process of query creation much easier. The language should be powerful enough to cover the number of data mining algorithms and a variety of formats of existing data sets. Some improvements are also needed to enhance the interface. For instance, the legends of the reference map as well as the query result map need to include animations and dynamic representations. The interaction between the GUI agents representing the urban planner and policy maker needs to be implemented. In this case, the interactions between agents are more complex because they involve more than only mapping from simple signal passing (message exchanges) to action. More knowledge intensive interactions need to be incorporated into this prototype. Finally, our next step will be towards the development of multidimensional rule visualization techniques. One of the most effective ways of understanding association, evolution, or classification rules is through interactive visual representations. Multidimensional data visualization techniques have already been proposed in the literature (Inselberg and Avidan 1999, Keim and Kriegel 1994), but multidimensional rule visualization is still in its infancy.
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